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This program seems to work with AMD hardware and not NVIDIA hardware. I had AMD hardware when I bought the program
then switched to NVIDIA hardware and now the program no longer works. You can see in the pixel-me steam forum that people
have correlated NIVIDIA and this program not working. This program is useful and I wish I could have used it more but alas, I
can not.. This program seems to work with AMD hardware and not NVIDIA hardware. I had AMD hardware when I bought the
program then switched to NVIDIA hardware and now the program no longer works. You can see in the pixel-me steam forum
that people have correlated NIVIDIA and this program not working. This program is useful and I wish I could have used it more
but alas, I can not.. This program seems to work with AMD hardware and not NVIDIA hardware. I had AMD hardware when I
bought the program then switched to NVIDIA hardware and now the program no longer works. You can see in the pixel-me
steam forum that people have correlated NIVIDIA and this program not working. This program is useful and I wish I could have
used it more but alas, I can not.
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